Total Airport
Management

DATA ANALYTICS FOR ACTIONABLE
INSIGHTS ON OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

Airports could use
operational data
more effectively
S

ome 20 years ago, Airport Systems led the way by
implementing one of the very first Airport Database, widely
known today as AODB. It has been adopted by a vast majority
of airports globally and although it is not visible, it underpins
key aspects of the passenger experience and airport business
performance. In a context of continuous growth for passenger
and movements, making sense of the data available becomes
crucial for an airport to optimize the use of its assets and
provide its passengers with the most enjoyable experience. Over
the years, Airport Systems has constantly brought evolution
to its AODB, supporting new technologies available or new
processes such as A-CDM. However, the diversity of data, how
it is integrated and its sources held in the AODB often makes it
difficult to extract meaningful insight from the data to drive the
right operational decisions.
To manage unpredictability, airport processes have built-in time
buffers to allow for a level of uncertainty in the standard times
used for planning, such as taxi times, in-block times, start-up
approval times and so on. But this can hold back airports from
truly improving operational efficiency, on-time performance and
passenger experience.
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Advanced analytics is a proven capability across many industries,
and more and more airports are seeing its potential to transform
operations.
At many airports, Airport Collaborative Decision Making
(A-CDM), built on top of an airport’s AODB, has been hugely
successful, enabling stakeholders to collect data from a single
source of truth and work together to improve airside operations.
What if advanced data analytics was applied to the huge
amounts of data residing in the Airport Operational Database
(AODB)? This would enable an even greater use of data across
the entire airport, airside and landside. The possibilities for gains
on performance, not just at the airport but across aviation, would
be greater.
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Advanced Data Analytics
Using advanced analytics on operational data gathered from
airside and landside systems such as the Airport Operational
Database, gate, tower and airfield, can take airports beyond
collaborative decision making (A-CDM), enable greater
situational awareness and predictability in real time, and support
Total Airport Management. The gains: operational efficiency, ontime performance and a better passenger experience, in addition
to considerable cost savings.

ABOUT 50% OF AIRPORTS
SAY THEY PLAN TO INVEST IN
ADVANCED ANALYTICS IN THE
NEXT FIVE YEARS.
Digital transformation at airports – ADB SAFEGATE study
conducted by Frost & Sullivan
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With Total Airport Management, our approach is to apply
advanced analytics to the vast amounts of data collected from
the Airport Operational Database, and tower, gate and airfield
systems to improve on-time performance at airports.
Our airport systems synchronize and manage airport processes
and resources, while our suite of advanced analytics solutions
will enable airport stakeholders to predict rather than react
and become resilient to disruptions. Our goal: a more dynamic
environment, more predictable and powerful ways to optimize
operational efficiency, throughput and costs.
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Airport systems that enhance operational performance,
addressing a spectrum of processes – from data
management, flight information display, billing and
baggage management to resource optimization, system
integration and operational improvement to make
collaborative decision making a reality.
Advanced analytics solutions: Our offer focuses on
Business Intelligence solutions using data analytics to
enable the convergence of workflows across the airport
to help stakeholders improve operational efficiency,
passenger experience and control costs. We’re also
exploring how to use historical data to predict and
prevent abnormal incidences with respect to gates,
airlines, ground handlers or other airport stakeholders.

We are developing solutions that focus on real-time ground
optimization by improving situational awareness in real time
and Smart Gates which rely on applying machine learning to
historical data from airport systems for accurate predictions of
arrivals and departures.

SAVE MILLIONS IN OPERATING
COSTS WITH TOTAL AIRPORT
MANAGEMENT…
The world’s top 100 airports average about 280,000
movements per year. With Total Airport Management,
each airport could potentially save up to 20 million euros
annually, or 6% of its operational costs.
The gains would come from avoidance of flight delays and
cancellations, and operational efficiency improvements
enabled by advanced analytics and A-CDM.
Digital transformation at airports – ADB SAFEGATE study
conducted by Frost & Sullivan

Accelerate your Operational Performance
Airport Systems Airport Operational
Database (AS-AODB)

W

ith continuing growth in aircraft movements and
passenger travel, airports need to optimize and increase
airport capacity to succeed. The Airport Systems AODB is a
single repository of accurate information that an airport can trust
to run its business. It brings airports a step closer to achieving
the A-CDM vision and moving an airport into Total Airport
Management.

Features

Airport Systems Resource Manager (AS-RMS)

I

s a powerful suite of solutions that allows airports to get more
out what they have. With its comprehensive planning capabilities
and built-in flexibility, the suite comprises nine modules that
maximize resource utilization across the full spectrum of scenario
planning.

•

Increased return on investment (ROI)

•

Improves customer loyalty by delivering on agreed service
levels and reduced operational delays

•

Features

Allows airports to plan, reduce risks and make better business
and operational decisions

•

•

Offers the full spectrum of planning scenarios

Decreased back-office administration through automatic
data capture

•

Intuitive, easy-to-use interface

•

Improved control and management efficiency in airport
operations enabling the airport to realise costs savings

•

Single logon and common interfaces across systems

•

Planning flexibility through multiple approaches including by
Template, Analogy and AI

Increases visibility for planning and operations, including
accurate schedule information and passenger forecasts with
automated schedule population and turnaround planning

•

Intelligently manage seasonal flight schedule, supporting
inputs from multiple sources

•

Securely generate the Daily Flight Operations plan, with
inputs from multiple sources

•

•

Manage flight updates

•

Storage and archiving of flight data

Benefits

Benefits
•

Improved control and management efficiency in airport
operations

•

Better predictability, turnaround efficiency and improved
customer satisfaction as airports can come close to achieving
A-CDM compliance as defined by EUROCONTROL

•

Proactive control of real-time operations by predicting events,
automatic triggering of tasks and real-time intelligence for
timely decision-making

•

Increases visibility for planning and operations, including
accurate schedule information and passenger forecasts

•

Integrates and simplifies infrastructure and
data, facilitating collaboration across
all airport stakeholders

•

Optimizes resources across all types of scenarios maximizes
resource utilization

•

By improving operational efficiency, your airport can enhance
capacity and enjoy significant cost and time savings through
fewer delays or disruptions

•

Minimal technical and user training
requirements translate to lower training
and deployment costs

Airport Systems Performance Expert
(AS-APEX)

I

s an operational performance improvement suite that enables
collaborative decision making and helps all the airport
stakeholders to make better decisions and act on them effectively.
This Day-of-Operations focused platform comprises:
•

Situational Awareness - real-time and proactive monitoring
of the passenger, baggage and aircraft value chain

•

A-CDM: provides an overall view of the entire turnaround
process, including the capability to view by exception and to
proactively manage the flights predicted to be late

•

Advanced Analytics: Simplifies analysis of operational
performance and makes it easier to identify performance
bottlenecks and underlying causes

Features

•

•

Key information related to your airport’s operations, available
at a glance

Focus on business-critical matters, and improvement
programs based on deep and accurate insights

•

•

Convert data into valuable business intelligence

Process optimization delivers long-term financial benefits,
enhancing resource usage, mitigating effects of exceptional
circumstances

•

Set KPIs, get reports and notifications

•

Real time data allows immediate reactive management

•

Easy integration and deployment

•

Predictive capability
circumstances

•

Invaluable in supporting lean and six sigma initiatives

Benefits
•

Comprehensive visibility into operations makes collaborative
decision making a reality, mitigating sources of stakeholder
disagreement

•

Answers key operational performance and management
questions

allows

planning

for

exception

Accelerate your
Operational
Performance
Airport Systems Billing & Charge
Calculator (AS-BILLING)

E

fficient, timely, accurate billing helps airports foster amicable
business relationships with key partners in an era where there
is intense competition to attract and retain airline business.
Airport Systems Billing is a full Airport Aeronautical Charges
Calculation Engine and revenue invoicing platform.

Features
• Punctual and accurate billing capabilities

Airport Systems Flight Information
Display (AS-FIDS)

I

n the always-on age, airports must understand and adapt to new
ways visual media is consumed. Airport Systems FIDS simplifies
visual media management and goes beyond flight information
display. It allows a variety of additional content - advertising, retail
information, security alerts, weather information, full HD video,
website feeds, boarding and terminal information, directions/
way finding and immigration/ security lane.

Features

• A range of charge calculation options - Periodic Billing, Desk
Invoicing and Manual Invoicing

• User-friendly display screen/ device management

Benefits

• Message Broadcast, Emergency alerts and Visual Paging; and

Based around a fully configurable business rules workflow
engine, AS-Billing aims to:
• Improve your airport’s charging accuracy
• Improve cash position
• Reduce client invoice dispute rates
• Sustain business relationships, growth and profitability

• Easy, intuitive page design
• Language personalization
• Message priority settings

Benefits
• Improves the customer experience with complete visibility
throughout the airport with accurate and up-to-date flight,
baggage and passenger information
• Helps generate additional revenues through focused advertising
at appropriate locations
• Easy-to-use interface allows quick updates
• Improves the general ambience of the airport

Accelerate your Operational
Performance
Baggage Management
Airport Systems TRAK (AS-TRAK)

Airport Systems Integration Broker (AS-IB)

A

n integrated airport environment is a win-win for all
stakeholders- it improves airport performance, enhances
efficiency and resource utilization, and improves runway usage
and capacity. Airport Systems IB is an ‘Out of the Box’ solution
with ‘One Click’ seamless integrated deployment.

Features
Normally delivered as part of an overall airport system integration
project, Airport Systems IB is a fully configured system. It includes
industry-leading Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), standard airport
integration services and facilities for service configuration and
management.

Benefits
•

Simplifies systems integration, lowers integration costs and
risks

•

Airports can plug-in and change systems using SOA services
designed for integration of systems from many airport IT
suppliers

•

Scalable, it can grow with the airport to deliver full enterprisewide integration

•

Designed especially for airports, it includes the latest IATA
AIDX flight schema

•
•

A

irlines are increasingly measured on whether they can
deliver a passenger’s bags accurately and on time. Airport
Systems TRAK enables baggage management, reconciliation and
tracking to help airports, airlines and ground handlers reduce
mishandling and departure delays, as well as comply with local
and international guidelines on baggage handling and security.

Features
•

Baggage Reconciliation/Positive Passenger Bag Matching

•

Single point of contact for support and maintenance of all
operational systems and systems integration

Resilient, reliable, easy-to-use platform that’s scalable, flexible
and easy to integrate

•

Handheld scanner capabilities

Access to a wide community of airports that use our SOA
services for systems integration

•

Sophisticated and powerful segregation capabilities

•

Real-time, configurable baggage tracking

•

IATA compliance and security
Proactive and powerful transfer management facilities

•

A suite of standard integration services, to interface to the
airport’s data and service providers

•

High availability design with automated recovery

•

Governance features to satisfy typical airport requirements

•

•

Web-based console for day-to-day system management and
control

Benefits

•

Supports external monitoring (e.g. by HP OpenView or Tivoli)

•

Supports a choice of system interfaces

•

Streamlines and improves baggage management and
tracking process

•

Increased level of security now commonly required at airports

•

Reduced risk of misloads and handler error

•

Full supporting documentation, development/testing
facilities, full project services and training

•

Minimizes departure
mishandling costs

•

Clear and simple user interface for easy monitoring

delays

and

reduced

baggage

•

Reduces misdirected baggage and short-shipped baggage
costs

•

Improves customer service and security, and the overall
passenger experience

•

Aids better and instant operational decisions by providing
users with accurate, relevant and timely information in a clear
and unambiguous way

Data Analytics for actionable insights
Ground Time Optimization suite

“15%

of the time, operations on the ground do not
match schedule and a smart tool could help,”
notes one ground handling official. (ADB SAFEGATE survey) Even
a 10-minute reduction in turnaround time can improve airplane
utilization by 8% and has a high impact on profitability.
A smart holistic solution which integrates all data from queueing
to luggage loading, that integrates with other airport systems
such as the A-SMGCS would be a definite win. ADB SAFEGATE
is working towards a smart suite that improve situational
awareness in real-time, optimize movements of all vehicles and
stakeholders on the ground, and thus, optimize overall time and
money spent from wheels down to wheels up.

Application overview

Benefits

Application overview

•

Real-time situational awareness information: A vital tool for
airports of all sizes, it aims to allow the turnaround coordinator
to monitor all apron operations on a single screen.

•

Real-time diagnostics support at the micro (gate) and macro
(airport) levels

•

•

Mobile resources allocation aims to optimize allocation of
mobile resources for turnaround by using predictive analytics
to estimate arrival times and turnaround times.

•

Proactive identification of opportunities to improve gate,
apron and airport performance

•

Insights on the turnaround process that enable better and
faster operational decisions

Aircraft Arrival-time prediction combines and enriches
existing open source and Airlines’ data with ADB SAFEGATE
airport systems output and machine learning capabilities,
identifies patterns and predicts landing time and taxi-time
under specific conditions e.g. weather, aircraft type, etc. more
accurately.

•

Resource allocation optimizes resource planning and
allocation with predictive estimates based on the Arrival time
prediction application and reduces potential delays.

•

Disruption management accelerates recovery time after a
disruption or an incident by providing a prescriptive analysis
of current operations and recommends scenarios that help
airport personnel decide how best to restore operations at
each gate.

•

Performance monitoring and Reporting: Particularly useful
for Airport Operation Managers at large and busy airports,
this tool allows them to monitor the performance of the
turnaround process in real time, and generate reports for a
specified period, to identify opportunities for improving gate
throughput.

Smart Gates Suite

I

n 2016 alone, unexpected delays cost the global airline industry
nearly USD 25 billion. What if there was a way to minimize
disruptions by improving the predictability of gate operations?
ADB SAFEGATE is working on a suite of solutions that combine
our airport systems offerings with our advanced analytics
capabilities, study historical data using machine learning, to
accurately predict arrivals and departures in a reliable manner.
We are currently focused on the following areas of application
- taxi time, crew allocation, and disruption management and
recovery.

Benefits
•

Better prediction of landing time, which allows airport
stakeholders to plan and manage resources better

•

Better incident management

•

Resource optimization

•

Faster, more accurate decision making at gate and airport
level, thereby reducing the impact of disruptions and savings
in terms of time and cost to airlines and airports

A new dimension to managing
airport performance
Airports are aware of how a central repository, holding information in one place
could prove valuable to all their key stakeholders, and improve operations.
ADB SAFEGATE is in a strong position to help airports around the world achieve
superior airport performance. We offer an unrivalled understanding of the
airside, from tower to airfield and to gate, and our industry-leading solutions are
adopted widely. With Total Airport Management, we’re adding a new dimension
to airport performance. We’re helping airports, airlines, ground handlers and
other stakeholders gain actionable insights by analyzing data across these airside
systems, airport systems that manage landside processes and resources, and the
Airport Operational Database, an airport’s operational core.
We’re enabling the convergence of workflows across the airport, leveraging
advanced analytics to help our customers predict rather than react, become
operationally resilient and achieve the triple aim of operational efficiency,
profitability and passenger experience.
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